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10 ½ YEARS ON
Our B3P UK Committee was born in June 2001 in the Friends (Quaker) Meeting House in York.
It was inspired by the dream of a handful of people living in the Prokletije/Bjeskët e Nemuna
region of Albania, Kosovo and Montenegro. They dreamed of working together, across
international boundaries, to safeguard the unique landscape of these spectacular mountains and
valleys and to support their dwindling population by encouraging sustainable tourism and
mountain activities. Our dream was to support them by bringing our own enthusiasm and
energy, plus international contacts. For what we have achieved in our 10½ years readers can
look at our website, www.balkanspeacepark.org ; now we look to our hopes and intentions for
the next 10 years and beyond.
Why a ‘Peace’ Park?
Some of our friends have queried why it is called a ‘Peace Park’, when there was no war
between the countries involved. Our answer is that, as in the 25 or so other peace parks in the
world, ‘peace’ means far more than just the absence of war, that the very concept of a peace
park entails the powerful element of internationalism and cross-border cooperation and the
peacefulness of people living in harmony with their neighbours and the natural environment
around them. So, what would we like to see happening in the B3P in the next few years and how
could we help our friends in the Balkans who are already working hard and successfully towards
these ends?

We shall work for and hope to see:
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•

Greater national and international recognition of B3P as a reality, a marked place on the
map of the Balkans and on the ground;

•

Statutory powers for environmental protection and effective recognition of the three
national parks, Rugova in Kosovo, Prokletije in Montenegro and Thethi/Valbona in
Albania, which still seem to exist in name only;

•

Further development of the excellent, cross-border
youth programmes which help young people to
welcome visitors to the area, to be aware of their unique
environment, its attractions and what threatens it, and to
share the practical skills and traditions needed for
continuing to live in the valleys. Examples of such
programmes are ERA’s (Environmentally Responsible
Action) EKOsovo youth exchange activities, HRID
Mountaineering Club’s Eco-village near Plav and B3P’s
Summer Programmes in Thethi, Albania;

•

Summer Programme 2011

Continued growth in ‘sustainable visitor activities’, e.g. cross-border trekking, mountain
walking, caving, climbing, winter snow-shoeing, skiing and mountaineering, cycling and
mountain biking, horse riding, nature observation, etc. These activities bring much
needed income and employment to people living in the area;

•

A clear and efficient system for obtaining police permission for crossing borders in the
mountains, as promised at the GIZ Round Table Meeting with border police in Podgorica
in October 2011.

1. SUMMER PROGRAMME 2012 – THETHI, ALBANIA
B3P’s fourth Summer Programme ran in Thethi from 11th July to 20th August. The two modules
of three weeks each were coordinated by Chris Whichelo (UK) and then Eralda Nikshiqi
(Albania). Between 25 and 40 students attended the English lessons from 09.00 to 11.00 each
morning, which were taught by five international volunteers, who paid all their own expenses,
and environmental classes taught by two paid Albanian teachers. Further help came from an
Albanian volunteer, two interpreters and two Albanian ‘logistics coordinators’ for travel and
accommodation, one in Shkodra and one in Thethi.
Improving English and Keeping Thethi Clean
The English level of students in Thethi has improved in a distinctive way. This is not only
something which we have identified but a lot of visitors said they have been impressed by the
welcome they get in the valley from the many children speaking English there. This is very
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important and shows that the Summer Programme is
occupying the children of the village in a positive and
forward-thinking way. Just as important is the focus on the
environment, with lessons by the specialist Albanian
teachers and activities connected with them. These
included ‘Clean-up’ days and the preparation and posting
of “Keep Thethi Clean” signs, giving opportunity for working
together and understanding the long term importance of
looking after the superb surroundings they live in. Other extra-curricular activities included
drawing and painting, music making and singing in English and a workshop on Human Rights
taught by a specialist volunteer from Austria.
Flexibility and Adaptability
To teach and work on this programme means being highly flexible and adaptable in sometimes
difficult circumstances but the international volunteers really enjoy working with the Albanian
teachers and there is great esprit de corps among all concerned. It is noticeable that the
community of Thethi grows more and more supportive each year. The volunteers and teachers
are well-known to the community and respected for their contribution to life in the valley.
Funding
We were again allocated essential funding for the Summer Programme in Thethi from the US
Embassy in Tirana for the fourth year running. A visit to the Embassy by Ann Kennard, the Chair
of B3P UK, elicited an indication that the Embassy is very pleased with our work, and likely to
continue to support us. However, the budget for the Summer Programme is very tight and we
have to rely on a number of smaller fundraising events and a dedicated group of supporters who
rattle tins in supermarkets, give proceeds from talks on B3P, organize social activities, do
sponsored activities and solicit donations wherever they can. We do need to keep up our efforts
to raise funds if we are to expand our activities in the region as we would like.
Tragic start
Sadly, the programme was hit by a tragedy at the beginning of the 6-week period, when one of
the volunteers, Rosemarie Clegg, died unexpectedly of a heart attack, just before the
programme was to start. Both coordinators, Chris and Eralda, the volunteers, the villagers and
the British Embassy in Tirana reacted magnificently in ensuring that everything possible was
done to ensure that Rosie’s body and her effects were repatriated with the minimum of
complication and her family were kept informed at all times. It is a tribute to the integration of the
whole group that this process took place so smoothly, although everyone was so traumatised at
the time. Rosie had been in Thethi the year before and was very popular in the village. A special
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memorial mass was held in the village church. An appreciation of Rosie can be found at the end
of this newsletter.
Graduation!
As in previous years, the Thethi Summer Programme concluded with the Graduation Ceremony,
a day of fun and games for the whole community and certificates to the students who had
attended most of the sessions. This year we were delighted that the certificates were presented
by the UK Deputy Ambassador, Elizabeth (Lizzy) Evans, who came to Thethi with her family and
stayed for the weekend. This was particularly appropriate, as Lizzy had given an enormous
amount of her time and effort to ensuring that the problems surrounding the death of Rosie
Clegg were minimised.
Extending the programme
In 2012 the Summer Programme will run in Thethi from the 2nd to 27th July. Eralda Nishiqi of our
partner organization B3P Albania has established a link with Pierpaolo Ambrosia of VIS, an
Italian NGO based in Kelmend, the region to the north of Thethi and the Shala valley. He is keen
to see B3P operating a similar programme in 4 villages there, Vermosh, Lepushë, Tamarë and
Selce. There are plans to run the programme in Kelmend for two weeks at the beginning of
August 2012, following on from the Thethi programme. We also look forward to working with
partner organizations in Kosovo and Montenegro to identify needs which a B3P Summer
Programme might be invited to meet.

2. B3P ALBANIA
Long awaited news from Shkodër is that, after being dormant for some years, our sister
organization B3P Albania is being relaunched. Key players in this enterprise are Arian Gjura,
who has taken it upon himself to deal with the legal and financial technicalities in getting it fully
registered, and Antonela Melonari. We now have a really active organization, with known
colleagues on board: Arian, Antonela, Luigi Shyti, Pranvera Carku and Gjon Shpella.. Eralda
Nikshiqi, who has worked with us for a number of years and coordinated the second half of the
SP this year, is to be coopted also. In addition to supporting the Summer Programmes and
reopening the Thethi Museum they are applying for funding to run community development
activities in the Shala Valley.

3. CROSS-BORDER TREKKING
We are now working closely with GIZ, the German Organization for International Cooperation,
which has been active in the B3P area for several years and is currently implementing a project,
“Cross-border development of mountain tourism in the border triangle of Albania, Kosovo and
Montenegro”. Their aims are very similar to ours and with German government resources behind
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them they have brought about three very significant developments in fostering cross-border
trekking.
‘Peaks of the Balkans’ trek
•

In June 2011, GIZ gathered 40 members of walking and climbing clubs in the three countries
to do a 6 day trek from Rugova in Kosovo, through Plav and Gusinje in Montenegro to Thethi
and Valbona in Albania. They used this trek to publicise the opportunities of cross-border
activities and the benefits they bring to the communities en route. They concluded with a
public event and exhibition in Shkodër. Following this, a ‘scouting group’ looked at the crossborder trails which were used, e.g. Kuqiste to Babino Polje and Vuthaj to Thethi, and began
signposting and waymarking them.

•

Mountain guide training. In September 2011 the German Alpine Club (DAV – Deutscher
Alpenverein) ran an 8 day training course for 13 participants from Albania, Kosovo and
Montenegro. The course, which was held in Thethi, covered technical aspects of orientation
and meteorology, leading international walking groups, environmental awareness, first aid
and rescue. All participants needed sufficient knowledge of English and on successful
completion of the course received the DAV Hiking Guide Licence.

•

Permission to cross borders in the mountains. On October 26th in Podgorica, GIZ with
the Montenegrin Ministry of Sustainable Tourism, SNV (Dutch Development Agency) and
B3P organized a Round Table meeting for border police officials from all three countries and
people representing mountain tourist agencies, walking groups, local authority officials and
individuals. The purpose of the meeting was to establish the value of cross-border
sustainable mountain activities and to agree on a system for getting police permission in
advance. Richard Hargreaves of B3P UK was able to attend the meeting and contribute his
experience to it. He felt that it was a very well organized, positive meeting, everyone
expressing strong support for the principle of cross-border activities and the benefits they
can bring to communities on the way. Richard noted these conclusions:
1. There will be just one form, common to all 3 countries, available for download from
various websites (details to follow). It will be sent to one country from where the police
will forward it to the other two, where relevant.
2. 15 days notice required, so that all 3 police forces can do their check on names, passport
numbers and proposed routes. Less time might be needed sometimes.
3. Written (e-mail) confirmation to be sent to applicants.
Steering Group

A steering group, led by Tine Schrammel of GIZ, is meeting and working with border police and
officials to get up and running smoothly the system of advance permission for border crossing,
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which was agreed at the Round Table meeting. But we do have to recognize that this is a
delicate political matter which has to be taken through a lot of political stages. These countries
are not yet in the Schengen agreement which allows us to cross European boundaries at will
and there are issues of illegal actions and police responsibility which need to be recognized in
the negotiations. In the UK, our Border Agency and our embassies abroad are no angels; they
make it very difficult when our friends from the B3P countries apply for visas to visit us and we
can imagine the political and media furore if we weren’t an island and ‘foreigners’ were to be
allowed to cross our borders without police checks. So, as Tine says, we need to be patient
while the negotiations go through the political and bureaucratic processes.
Facebook and Vuthaj Hydroelectric Scheme
Some details and photos of the trek and lots of other information around it can be read on
Facebook, looking for ‘Peaks of the Balkans’. Also in this Facebook section is information about
a planned hydroelectric scheme at Vuthaj/Vusanje in Montenegro at the foot of the Ropojana
valley where the cross-border trail to Thethi starts, surely one of the most wonderful walks in
Europe. The villagers in Vuthaj have objected to the scheme itself and for not having been
consulted. There is a petition against the scheme in ‘Peaks of the Balkans’ in Facebook and
letters have been sent from B3P to the Montenegrin authorities.

4. OTHER WALKS AND CLIMBS
a) IPPE (International Peace Park Expeditions). This is the American organization set up
by Todd Walters who coordinated the very first Summer Programme in Thethi in 2008. He was
so inspired by Thethi, the extended walks he did in the area and the whole concept of B3P that
he created his own organization to bring American students at undergraduate or graduate level
to experience the Balkans Peace Park at first hand. It is a combination of adventure travel and
academic study in fields such as environment and peace studies. They trekked from Thethi to
Montenegro and over to Peja in Kosovo, with academic lecturers and local guides to interpret
the history, landscape, politics, national parks and cross-border issues on the way. This year’s
16 day expedition took place in July and another is planned for July 2012. Todd’s account can
be seen on: http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2011/09/28/conservation-beyond-borders-

balkans-2011-academic-expedition/
b) ‘Peacehammer’. Polish climber Kamil Weinberg, who put up
a new route on Maja Lagovjet in 2009 which he called ‘Balkans
Peace Park Route’ returned this year to this range of jagged
rocky peaks in Prokletije which separate Albania and
Montenegro. He climbed Maja Shkurt by another new route, this
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time calling it ‘Peacehammer’. Details and dramatic pictures of these Prokletije peaks can be
found on www.summitpost.org/prokletije. Readers who walked from Lephushë to Thethi on
the first B3P international trek in 2003 probably crossed the deeper V col to the left of Maja
Shkurt in this picture.

c) ‘Adventure climbing’. A small group of British rock climbers came to Albania to see for
themselves the climbing possibilities. From Thethi they camped at the Runic meadows
beyond Qafa e Pejës and explored their own routes on the crags on both sides of the valley.
They will be back!

d) Cross-border exploring
(This is a short version of a report by Dick Scroop, B3P UK. His full account will appear
on the B3P website or be available from Dick himself: dickscroop@talktalk.net)
In October 2011 I made a very enjoyable walking trip in the Montenegro / Albania border area in
the excellent company of Vlatko (Montenegrin), Andrija (Serbian but became Montenegrin a day
or two after the trip) and Nemanja (Bosnian). Our plan was to explore possible cross border
routes providing links between routes in the GTZ walking guide to Albania1 and the Rudolf
Abraham guide to Montenegro2 opening up not only the possibility of day hikes across the
border but also multi-day round trips starting and finishing in either country. Very briefly, the
routes explored were:
1) Vusanje/Vuthaj to Valbona via Qafa e Prossllopit.
With the detour to the summit of Maja Kollates this is a long day especially when
weighed down by what my Balkan colleagues regarded as appropriate backpacking food – bacon, ham cheese, fresh vegetables, bread, tinned fish and meat
etc for 5 days! Due to the size of our packs, discussions with shepherds and
Albanian guides we met on the way, the stop for a cooked lunch (a Montenegrin
necessity) and the detour to the summit we finished in the dark. Quite a hard day
due to the distance but otherwise not a problem.
2) Vusanje/Vuthaj to Cerem via Qafa e Borit. This would be an easy day with fairly
gentle gradients on both sides. I am told there will be accommodation in Cerem from
2012 and there is a choice of road or path from there to Valbona.
3) Valbona to Zastan and Jezerca glacier (for Jezerca summit) and Thethi Our
original plan was to cross the Qafa Valbona to Zastan but Albanian guides told us that
the path on the Montenegrin side, though clear enough to follow, was badly affected by
fallen trees. They suggested the Qafa Sheleqeve, a kilometre or so further south. There
were no route finding problems going up but the other side of the pass was a different
story. The descent was steep, pathless and unmarked. . For us it resulted in an
unplanned bivouac! On balance I think it would be worth trying the Qafa Valbona route.
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(It has been used by several trekking groups. Ed) From Zastan to the Jezerca lakes the
route is described in the Abraham guide (pg.198), is reasonably well marked and a clear
path. The path continues above the lakes to a small glacier that provides a convenient
camping place for attempts on Maja Jezerca. There is a clear and well marked path from
just below the glacier over the ridge to a point close to the old military bunker at the head
of the Ropojana valley. The hut at Zastan is much improved by the way from its condition
a few years ago
4) Dom Radnicki (Grbaja valley) to Lepushë (Albania) Our chosen route was a variation
on Abraham’s route 12, heading for a col north of Popadija summit. (This is also known
as Talijanka 2150m. Ed) From this col you can see a wide track below on the Albanian
side, part of the GTZ guide route 16
(between their waymarks 16 and 17 I
guess). There is a clear path
descending to the track in about 15
minutes. This gives what should be an
easy route (and an easy day overall) to
Lepushë. (The group continued their
walks to Nikci and Thethi but there isn’t
space here for the details. Ed)
Karanfili peaks in Prokletije from Popadija on Montenegro-Albania border
1

Hiking Guide Northern Albania Thethi and Kelmendi, Christian Zindel and Barbara Hausammann, ISBN
978-3-940686-18-3
2

The Mountains of Montenegro, Rudolf Abraham, Cicerone Press, ISBN 978-185284-506-3

5. ACADEMIC NEWS
Congratulations to Gill Akhtar, international volunteer on the Summer Programme in Thethi in
2011, who has completed her MSc in Music in the Community at Edinburgh University. Gill
writes, “We not only sang songs, but we also did rhythm and

rap exercises, composition, and listening activities.

The type

of activities I used had been devised by a team of music
educators and researchers and form part of what is known as
the European Music Portfolio. The European Music Portfolio
is currently being devised and aims to encourage teachers to
use music for teaching foreign language; the activities are
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currently being piloted across Europe. We’ve heard that her Professor was so impressed with
Gill’s dissertation that she took Gill with her to a conference on the European Music Portfolio in
Barcelona where her work was widely shown and admired. The photo shows Gill with a student
who is rehearsing a song she learned the previous day.

6.

ROSEMARIE CLEGG
An appreciation

Rosie spent a few days in Thethi as volunteer teacher contributing to the Summer
Programme in 2010. She was full of enthusiasm following this short visit and
became central to the 2011 programme, her expertise informing both classroom
planning and equipment supply. She died on Sunday 10th July, the day before the
Thethi school was due to open.
Rosie loved contact with other people, and those fortunate to get to know her were
the better for her humour and interest in us as people. She was a ‘people’ person.
In Albania she went to make a telephone call and came back to the group with a
young lady she had ‘made friends with’. In the house we were in in Shkodra she
shouted to bemused neighbours from our balcony; in a very short time their
bemusement turned to smiles as they anticipated her cheerful greeting in recently
learned Albanian. In the village of Thethi itself she had become, after the previous
year, an almost full member of a second family of both mother and children.
Her ability to make real contact and relationships
with other people lived and lives on. Although very
briefly in Thethi, the village church held a Memorial
Mass for her. When other volunteers considered
what they should do, there was a universal agreement
we should open the school, “because that was what
Rosie would have wanted us to do.” The excitement,
enthusiasm and joy that emanated from that
classroom were part of a legacy she left with us.
One often has memories of friends whom one has
known for years. Rosie, whom we only knew all too
briefly, burned herself into our memories and will be
remembered for the joy she brought us in that short time. It was a privilege to
have known her.
(Chris Whichelo)
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Support our work?
Our successful and enjoyable Summer Programmes and their extension
into all three countries depend entirely on funding from donations.
Donations can be made on line at:
www.justgiving.com/balkanspeacepark
or by cheque to Balkans Peace Park Project,
sent to Hon Treasurer B3P, The Camp, Gladestry,
Kington HR5 3NY

Get involved?
We are always interested to hear from people who might be able
to help on our current projects.
Please check our website www.balkanspeacepark.org for our latest volunteer requirements
and details of membership

Newsletter Editor:

Richard Hargreaves Strand House, Hawkswick, Skipton, North Yorks BD23 5QA

strand@hawkswick.net
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